How to reach us
Approach from
A8 • Stuttgart
Hotel Europäischer Hof
Hotel Mark.

Approach from
A9 • Nürnberg
Hotel Europäischer Hof
Hotel Mark

Approach from
A94 • Passau
Hotel Europäischer Hof
Hotel Mark

Take the Autobahn A8 to “Autobahnkreuz”
(junction) Eschenried, always following the signs
leading to “München-West” and “Stadtmitte”
(city center).

Take the Autobahn A9 towards Munich, following
the signs for “München Schwabing”.

Take the Autobahn A 94 until it ends.

When the Autobahn runs out keep on following
the signs “Stadtmitte” until you reach Verdistr.
Follow Verdistr. You will pass under two train
overpasses. Then Verdistr. takes a sharp turn,
runs into Amalienburgstr. and then becomes
Menzingerstr.
On the right you will pass the botanical garden
(Botanischer Garten München).
After that, follow the signs for “Passau/Messe
München” (straight ahead), staying on Menzingerstr. Then cross the channel leading to
Nymphenburg Palace on the right.
You will come to Romanplatz.
Follow the signs leading off to the left to “Autobahn Salzburg/Stadtmitte” which will take you
into Arnulfstr.
Follow Arnulfstr. straight ahead. You will pass
under the overpass for the Mittlerer Ring (the
middle ring road). Keep on going straight ahead.
On your left will be the Augustiner beer
garden and just after that the headquarters for
Bayerischer Rundfunk (Bavarian Broadcasting
Company).
Cross Paul-Heyse-Str. and keep on following
the street to the last traffic light.
Keep to the right and then turn right to the
Bahnhofplatz. On your right will be the Munich
Hauptbahnhof (central train station).
Turn right at the light into Bayerstr.
Now to your left you will already be able to see a
ruby-red building. The Hotel Europäischer Hof.
On your right you will pass the south wing of the
train station. You have to turn at the next light.
When you pass by the hotel and turn right into
Senefelderstr., you will see the entrance to our
inner court and to the underground garage.
To go to the Hotel Mark follow the Senefelderstr.
until you see on the right side the lighting name of
the Hotel. Just beside it you can go into the
innercourt-parking.

When the Autobahn runs out, follow the byway
that gradually curves to the right and turn off to
the right at the exit for “München Schwabing /
Mittlerer Ring West”.
Merge into street traffic on the Mittlerer Ring
(middle ring road), named “Petuelring”.
Follow the street. Straight ahead you will already
be able to see the Olympia Tower.
Keep to the left and drive through the tunnel in
direction Stuttgart/Lindau.
On the left you will see the Olympia Stadium.
Keep to the right taking the direction Garmisch/
Lindau over the bridge on the Mittlerer Ring.
Keep on following the signs for Garmisch/Lindau.
After a tunnel you will find yourself on the
Donnersberger Brücke (bridge).
Here you take the exit which leads you to
“Augsburg/Landsberg” and “Zentrum”.
Keep to the left and turn into Landsbergerstr. in
the direction of the city center.
Follow the street. After the last curve you will be
in Martin-Greif-Str. and have to merge left at the
next light.
Turn left into Schwanthalerstr.
At the second light, turn left into Paul-Heyse-Str.
and drive to the next light.
To your right you will see the large Postbank
building.
Now turn right into Bayerstr. After the next
intersection you will be at your destination.
To your left you will see the central train station
(Hauptbahnhof), and to your right a ruby-red
building. The Hotel Europäischer Hof.
When you pass by the hotel and turn right into
Senefelderstr., you will see the entrance to our
inner court and to the underground garage.
To go to the Hotel Mark follow the Senefelderstr.
until you see on the right side the lighting name
of the Hotel. Just beside it you can go into the
innercourt-parking.

Keep to the right, towards the Mittlerer Ring
Nord and Prinzregentenstr.
Keep on following the road, in direction to
“Stadtmitte”, cross the Mittlerer Ring (middle
ring road), and keep on driving straight ahead.
You will cross Prinzregenten Platz, and to
your left you will see the Prinzregententheater.
Straight ahead you will see the peace angel
(Friedensengel, a golden statue on a pillar).
Drive around it, taking the right lane of the road.
After crossing the Isar River, you will see the
Englischer Garten and the Haus der Kunst to
your right. Keep on going to the left, taking the
tunnel in the Von-der-Tann-Str.
Merge left after the tunnel and follow the sign
“Haupbahnhof/Altstadtring” which will lead you to
the Oskar-von-Miller-Ring.
Cross Maximiliansplatz, still following the signs
for “Altstadt” (old city center).
Keep left and turn into Sonnenstr. Straight ahead
youwill see the Justitzpalast (Palace of Justice, a
large, white, turn-of-the-century building).
After the second light, turn right into Bayerstr.
Follow Bayerstr.
Now, to your left you will already be able to see a
ruby-red building. The Hotel Europäischer Hof.
To your right you will pass the south wing of the
central train station (Hauptbahnhof). You have
to turn at the next light.
When you pass by the hotel and turn right into
Senefelderstr., you will see the entrance to our
inner court and to the underground garage.
To go to the Hotel Mark follow the Senefelderstr.
until you see on the right side the lighting name
of the Hotel. Just beside it you can go into the
innercourt-parking.
Get out and start to feel good.
Welcome!
Your Hotel Europäischer and Hotel Mark.
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